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Background
 Telecoms – even in the early 2000’s no paper to speak of
 Legal Sector then – 2005

 Legal Sector now – 2018

Some paper stats
 The average UK office worker uses 10,000 sheets each year

 45% of this ends up in the waste paper bin

 22% increase in business paper usage each year

 18 million acres of forest lost each year because worldwide paper usage is still on the
increase – this equates to 20 football pitches every minute

 40% of people describe themselves “paper people”

What progress have law firms made?

The Problem
 Addicted to paper & clutter
 In need of a “step change”
 In need of modernisation

 5 linear miles of paper!
 Document Management System – massively under-utilised
 Not fit for the future

 Not fit for an office move
 Not fit for our professional environment

Drivers for change
 Productive, professional, efficient: modern
 Clear desks: client confidentiality
 Complete electronic matter file: compliance
 Mobile/flexible working: supported by e-filing
 Online working by default
 Reduced print, paper, storage costs
 ECO friendly: green footprint
 Firmwide modernisation: physical and mental
 Better use of existing technology: DMS, other technologies

Dispelling the myths
And the myths……. Be very clear about what it is not about

 Achieving a paperless office

 An entirely paperless way of working
 Removing all printing
 Replacing you with a robot

Objectives
 e-filing standard launched the initiative
 e-file all matter emails & documents
 print less, think before you print

 scan & e-file the “I’ll keep just in case”
 use paper if required, then recycle
 pro-actively archive inactive files

 consolidate cupboard space
 reduce office based paper filing by 25 - 50%
 reduce storage requirements by 25%

 reduce paper/copying/printing costs by 10 - 25%
 reduce archiving/storage costs by 10 - 25%

What we achieved & how
 in less than 18 months onsite filing reduced by 64%

 working with Practice Group Leaders/Group Support Mgrs to reduce further
 “open archive” & rely on finance alerts & new archiving retrieval SLA
 consider not creating a physical file when opening new matters

 e-file personal papers/training notes
 remove empty shelves/cupboards/desks or lock them
 ongoing regular/planned tidy up days

 pool library resources
 proactive rationalisation of Know-How
 active stationary management

 removal of clutter/clearing desks: one item each week

What we learnt - Technology
 dual screens across the firm
 fit for purpose/high quality MFDs

 “follow-me” printing
 dangle the “laptop” carrot
 online knowledge resources via intranet

 e-binders
 standard document management system folder structures
 offer clients extranets/portals/collaboration tools

 train your users to maximise the technology already available to them
 superusers or in-team experts
 technology is only half the answer“

make the right thing to do, the easy thing to do

What we learnt - Process
 standard naming conventions for documents

 the “model file” concept helped enormously
 filing audits were a useful target
 individual team/group action plans

 file/Archive/Destroy stickers
 introduction of new e-health check form
 relaxation of health check sign-off

 revised Terms of Business paragraphs
 regular “clear the clutter” days
 “open” archive is a useful step

 removing all closed files
 removing open files with outstanding balances

What we learnt - People
Our Staff

Our Clients

 user Group representative of the firm was critical

 our clients expect us to work in this manner

 different approaches for different teams

 a minority of clients still work with paper

 physical file provided a sense of safety

 the courts still work with paper

 standard naming conventions for documents
 the “model file” concept helped enormously

 support from our Head of Compliance & Managing Partner was
critical
 filing audits encouraged healthy competition & a target
 it does become easier
 it take time for teams to gain confidence that they can find
what they want, when they want it
crucially - we didn’t mandate anything

What we learnt - Time
 it cannot be achieved overnight
 filing audits focussed activity
 consider “soft” launch to “enforcement” deadlines

 it take time for teams to gain confidence that they can find what they want, when they want it
 it’s an ongoing initiative that needs a formally agreed maintenance plan

Even with a maintenance plan some people revert to type…..

The maintenance plan
 formally signpost end of the initiative & start of the maintenance plan
 you are now moving from “soft launch” to “enforcement”
 refresh your e-filing Standard (revision 2)
 e-filing “hints & tips” or updated FAQs
 publish the final filing/storage audit results
 identify/agree further quick wins & make someone responsible
 work with teams to create proactive bespoke action plans
 targets: clearing floor space for office/team moves
 maintain the “guest room” standard for all desks
 remind everyone that the e-file is the definitive matter file
 encourage research into emerging/enabling technologies
 ongoing continuous review & feedback, building on best practice

Some more paper stats
 Citigroup calculated that if each employee used double-sided copying to conserve just one
sheet of paper each week, the firm would save £530,000 each year.

 Bank of America cut its paper consumption by 25% in two years by increasing the use of online forms and reports, e-mail, double-sided copying, and lighter-weight paper.

 Large organisations lose a document every 12 seconds costing between £250-£500 per document.

 Even a misfiled document costs around £100.

 More than 70% of businesses would fail if they suffered a catastrophic flood or fire involving paper loss.

Where do we start…?

Develop your approach
Decide what the key strategic drivers are - why are you doing this?

 Aligning with your client’s expectations
 Efficiency
 Business Continuity

 Cost reduction
 Space planning
 Compliance
 Health & Safety
 Future-proofing
 Work/life balance
 “taming” the dinosaurs
Clear objectives will allow you to measure success

Engaging the business
Do we want more of these……?

or are we aiming for more of this……?

Be clear & specific
Scope your plan, approach and priorities – be clear about benefits you are sure you can measure

 decide what you want to achieve and take “starting” measures
 conduct a filing audit and aim to repeat
 are you aiming to reduce by a certain amount?
 what about onsite storage – is this an ever increasing problem?
 how’s your archiving looking?
 identify/agree quick wins – and publish successes early on
 acknowledge past failures
 agree your escalation points and paths
Be clear this is a permanent change
it’s all about continuous improvement

Publish your e-filing Standard
Define and publish your minimum standards
 what you are aiming for

 why it matters for the firm, why it matters for you the individual
 what is the overarching principle – e.g. is it “the e-file is the definitive matter file”
 what does it mean in practice
 when to tell clients
 what the exceptions are: documents you should never destroy
 acceptable use of hard copy files
 applying the Standard – who is responsible
 examples of specific documents and how to apply the Standard
 guidance on supervision by email
 FAQs – updated regularly

Tailor your approach
Working with groups individually, use your User Group:

 define/agree proactive action plans
 set individual and group/team targets
 agree a “guest room” standard for all desks
 research the technology required to support the changes
 establish how your clients want to work – extranets/portals
 have some clear statements you can keep reinforcing

Communication throughout is key………
to be able to achieve what you’re aiming for

Culture change
TIME
 confidence to retrieve online
 dependent on how the e-file structure is set up
 not one size fits all
 be prepared to be patient

Culture change
PROOF
 use areas already working in this manner
 call it a pilot, or trial
 difficult to deny it works when it’s already in place

Culture change
HANDS-ON
 encourage ideas & improvements to current process
 engage & gain buy-in from those who will ultimately introduce
the change
 get positive & negative people involved – User Group

Culture change
TAILORING
 allow the teams to dictate this
 one size (and one process) doesn’t fit all
 determined by types & volumes of documentation

Culture change
CONSULTATION
 acknowledge that some clients still use paper
 forcing them to fall in line with your new e-working practices
may cause untold ripple effects
 proactively talk to clients but in a measured way

Key messages
 “less paper” or “paper-lite” …… not paperless
 allocate an average filing/storage of e.g. 9L/m per person
 with an average 3L/m of this is not in cabinets
 large quantities of stationary in/on desks
 large quantities of archiving & open files on floors
 agree what to destroy/retain supported by Compliance/Board
 standard naming conventions

Some of the recurring themes

 “model file” standard for each group/team

 correct/deeper searching in the DMS

 proactive “open” archiving

 duplication of emails in the DMS

 reinforce - You are still allowed to print

 quality & ease of scanning

 new standard Terms of Business

 standardise good practice

 the correct technology is essential to support this change

 “I’m a dinosaur”

And finally…..
Never under-estimate the need for, and importance of a maintenance plan

or you will be back where you started in less than 3½ years

Questions……?

